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Color reconnection (CR) mechanism in PYTHIA model has been reported to be essential to
describe the flow-like collective effect observed in high multiplicity p+p and p+Pb collisions. In this
work, we test this mechanism towards explaining the Forward-Backward multiplicity correlation
(bcor) measurements in p+p collisions at the LHC energies. Out of the three different CR schemes
implemented in PYTHIA, (a) MPI based CR (default mechanism), (b) QCD based CR and (c)
Gluon moved CR, we found that the QCD based CR scheme describes relatively better the ALICE
measurements of bcor in p+p collisions at

√
s = 0.9 and 7 TeV. In addition, we have tuned the

parameters of the default CR mechanism in PYTHIA to describe simultaneously the measured
charged particle multiplicity pseudo-rapidity (η) distribution and bcor. We found that an average
number of multipartonic interactions (〈NMPI〉) between 2.5 to 3 and CR range between 0.9 to 2.5
best describes the experimental data. Finally, we have presented a study using PYTHIA events for
p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV which shows that the strength of Forward-Backward mean transverse

momentum correlation (b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor ) is found to increase with CR in contrast to decrease of bcor values

with CR effect. Hence, simultaneously studying the b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor and bcor in the experiments will help

in establishing the arguments either in favour or in disfavour of CR effect in the measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

In high-energy hadron or nuclei collisions, the study
of correlations between produced particles are important
to understand the dynamics of particle production mech-
anism. Several observables have been studied to under-
stand the origin of the correlations between the produced
particles. The Forward-Backward (F-B) correlations be-
tween charged particle multiplicity or mean transverse
momentum (〈pT〉) in two separated pseudo-rapidity (η)
windows are some of the observables. F-B correlations
allow us to decouple short range correlations (SRC) from
long range correlations (LRC) [1, 2]. SRC, which arises
from short range effects such as decays of resonances or
clusters, jet and mini-jet induced correlations, are typi-
cally localized effects extending in η difference up to two
units. Whereas the LRC that extends over a wider range
of η difference, originates from fluctuations associated
with the particle emitting sources such as strings, clus-
ters, cut pomerons, mini-jets [1–4].
Forward-Backward multiplicity correlation (bcor) have

been extensively studied by the UA5 Collaboration in
p+p̄ collisions at ISR energies from

√
s = 200 GeV to 900

GeV [6, 7] and a linear correlation between multiplicity
at forward and backward η was reported. Later the cor-
relation was confirmed by other collaborations in wider
range of collisions energies 0.3 <

√
s < 1.8 TeV [8–11].

Recently ALICE [12] and ATLAS [13] collaboration at
the LHC have reported detailed measurements of bcor in
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p+p collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. A strong cor-

relation between multiplicity at forward and backward η
has been reported. In contrast, measurements in e++e−

collisions have reported a weak correlation [14, 15]. This
contrasting behaviour has attracted the attention of the
theorists to understand the origin of bcor in small sys-
tem [16–23].

Further, observations in high multiplicity p+p and
p+Pb collisions at LHC energy show striking similari-
ties between small system and heavy-ion collisions. New
theoretical models have been proposed to understand
these observations in high multiplicity p+p and p+Pb
collisions. It has been shown in Ref. [24] that the col-
lective flow-like behaviour in small systems, similar to
those observed in heavy-ion collisions [25], is explained
by QCD based MC generator like PYTHIA [26, 27]. It
attributes the collectivity in the small systems to multi-
partonic interaction (MPI) and color reconnection (CR).
CR in PYTHIA provides an alternate mechanism for
flow-like effect [24] in small systems compared to hydro-
dynamical processes attributed to flow in heavy-ion col-
lisions [25, 28–32]. CR allows for the interaction between
strings and this creates a flow-like effect in the final ob-
servable. In addition, the measured strong increase of
〈pT〉 of charged particles with event multiplicity is also
attributed to the presence of CR mechanism between in-
teracting color strings. Recently in Ref. [33], it has been
shown that the presence of CR is required for the quali-
tative explanation of the measured bcor. Although a de-
tailed study of bcor in different CR models, which differ
in the scheme by which string length is minimized, latest
parametrization for CR and MPI is missing.

In this work, we have compared the values of bcor calcu-
lated using different CR models implemented in PYTHIA
with the corresponding experimental measurements. De-
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fault CR and MPI parametrizations in PYTHIA are fur-
ther tuned with an attempt to explain the experimental
measurements of bcor and pseudo-rapidity (η) distribu-
tion simultaneously. Through this tuning process of the
model parameters and using a χ2 minimization technique
we have extracted the best fit values of 〈NMPI〉 and CR
range in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. We have also re-

ported the first prediction for event shape dependence of
bcor using the PYHTIA model and the spherocity vari-
able [34]. Effect of CR on F-B correlation of intensive
variable such as 〈pT〉 is also calculated. Simultaneous

comparison of the measured bcor and b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor with cor-

responding results from PYTHIA can shade light on the
possible presence of CR as a physical phenomenon be-
tween the interacting strings and put more stringent con-
strains on the model parameters.
This work is organized as follows: In next section we

have discussed about the PYTHIA model and the ob-
servables which are used for this study. In section III we
present the results which include the comparison of bcor
between different CR models in PYTHIA and with ex-
perimental measurements, extraction of 〈NMPI〉 and CR
range by simultaneous comparison of model to measure-
ments of bcor and dNch/dη, prediction for the spherocity

dependence of bcor, prediction for b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor in p+p colli-

sions at
√
s = 7 TeV. Finally, a summary of the work is

presented in section IV.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND F-B

CORRELATION OBSERVABLES

A. Model

We have used PYTHIA event generator to simulate
p+p collision events at

√
s = 0.9 TeV and 7 TeV.

PYTHIA is a monte carlo event generator and a combi-
nation of several models and theoretical calculations such
as parton distributions, cross sections for hard and soft
QCD process, multipartonic interactions, color reconnec-
tion, initial and final-state parton showers, fragmentation
and decay. For this study we have used PYTHIA 8.235,
which is the latest tuned version of PYTHIA. This ver-
sion includes MPI which is important for the explanation
of multiplicity distributions [35], multiplicity dependent
J/ψ production [36], Jet and underlying event proper-
ties [37] along with various other observables at LHC en-
ergies. This model also includes non perturbative effect
like color reconnection which allows interaction between
strings and creates a flow-like effect in the final observ-
able. Details about the PYTHIA 8.235 version is given
in Ref. [26, 38].
We have generated 15 M inelastic events each for the

4 different schemes of CR implemented in PYTHIA. In
one case CR effect is switched off and for other three
cases CR effect is on. PYTHIA model has 3 different CR
models. These models are MPI based CR model, QCD
based CR model and Gluon move CR model. All these

three CR models are built on the different strategy of
minimization of the string length. MPI based CR model
is the default CR model in PYTHIA, whereas QCD based
CR model is the latest addition and termed here as CR
new. One of the main difference between MPI based
and QCD based CR model is the inclusion of the SU (3)
colour rules from QCD during the reconnection process
of strings and introduction of junction structures [26,
38]. In gluon move CR model gluons can be moved from
one location to another to reduce the total string length.
In this model an additional optional mechanism (“flip”
mechanism) is also introduced to reduce string length.
More details about the CR models can be found in [26,
38].

B. Observable

F-B correlation is defined as follows:

bcor =
〈xFxB〉 − 〈xF〉〈xB〉

〈x2F〉 − 〈xF〉2
(1)

Where x is the observable. For bcor, x is the multiplicity

in an event in a particular acceptance and for b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor

x is the 〈pT〉 in an event for a given experimental accep-
tance. F corresponds to the forward η window and B
corresponds to the backward η window. For this analysis
following terminology is used:

• δη = width of the η window.

• ηgap = center to center distance between forward
and backward η window.

• ηsep = distance between the lower and upper
boundary of forward and backward η window.

• φsep = center to center distance between forward
and backward φ window.

This terminology is same as used in ALICE data analysis
and details about it can be found in [12]. In order to
compare with the ALICE measurements, same kinematic
selections as in data are used.

III. RESULTS

1. bcor and color reconnection model

Figure 1 shows the bcor as a function of ηgap for dif-
ferent δη, in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV (left panel)

and 0.9 TeV (right panel). Results for four different CR
schemes: 1) No CR, 2) Default CR model, 3) new CR
model and 4) Gluon move CR model in PYTHIA frame-
work are also shown. Measurements from models are also
compared with the experimental data.
We find that the CR is required to describe the experi-

mental data on bcor. ALICE measurements show that the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left panel : bcor vs. ηgap for different δη, in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for different CR models in

PYTHIA. The model results are compared with the corresponding measurements from the ALICE experiment [12]. Errors on
the experimental data points are the quadrature sum of statistical and systematic errors. Lower panel of the plot shows the
standard deviation between the data and model for the different CR schemes. Right panel: same as left panel but for p+p

collisions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV.

strength of bcor increases with increasing collision energy,
δη and decreases with increasing ηgap. All CR models are
able to describe these trends of the data but they over-
estimate the values of the experimental measurements.
However, new CR model is quantitatively more closer
to the experimental measurements. The Gluon move CR
model gives higher values of bcor compared to other mod-
els in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. Whereas at the

low energy it gives similar values as the new CR model.
PYTHIA model calculations indicate that the inclusion
of the colour rules from QCD and introduction of junc-
tion structures [26, 38] in CR model provide a better
description of the measured bcor values as well as various
particle ratios as reported in Ref. [38]. Comparison of
data with PYTHIA model implies further tuning of the
model parameters is required, in order for a more quanti-
tative description of data. We have carried out one such
tuning study using the default PYTHIA model.

In Ref. [33], the authors have shown only using the de-
fault PYTHIA model with CR strength 0.9 together with
different ranges of number of MPI at different collision
energies can explain the ALICE measurements. However,
the experimental data corresponds to minimum bias p+p
collisions, hence includes contributions from a distribu-
tion of MPI, so sharp cuts on number of MPI may not
be a satisfactory approach. In addition, bcor over an ex-
tensive quantity could strongly depend on the range of
the event selection variables [39]. One can get similar
strength of bcor by selecting two different ranges of num-
ber of MPI, and those may correspond to different values
of average number of MPI for the entire event class.

2. Extraction of color reconnection range and average

number of MPI

In order to describe the ALICE measurements of
bcor we have used the default CR model which has
parameters corresponding to the number of MPI and
CR range. We have varied the range of CR in default
PYTHIA model and for each of the variations we have
generated different MPI distribution by varying the pa-
rameter ”MultipartonInteractions:pT0Ref”. Probability
distribution of MPI depends on the 2→2 parton-parton
cross-section, which diverges for pT → 0. To avoid this
divergence the parton-parton cross-section is modelled
as,

dσ

dp2T
∝ αs(p

2
T )

p4T
→ αs(p

2
T + p2T0)

(p2T + p2T0)
2
. (2)

Here pT0 is a model parameter in PYTHIA that governs
the MPI distribution. pT0 is further modelled as an
energy dependent parameter,

pT0 = prefT0(
Ecm

Eref
cm

)n. (3)

Here prefT0 (default = 2.28 GeV/c), Eref
cm (default = 7000

GeV) and n (default = 0.215) are input parameters which
control pT0, hence the MPI distribution and average
number of MPI (〈NMPI〉). Parameter pT0 is also appears
in the probability distribution of CR, which is defined as,
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P (CR) =
R ∗ pT0

R2 ∗ p2T0 + p2T
. (4)

Where R is the CR range.
The p+p collision events at

√
s = 7 TeV have been

generated by varying both CR range and prefT0. Then the
charged particle multiplicity η distribution and bcor val-
ues for different ηgap and δη are computed. The results
for each event set (with a fixed value of prefT0 and CR
range) from PYTHIA model is compared with the corre-
sponding ALICE measurements and a combined χ2 value
is calculated. Figure 2 shows 1/χ2 as a function of dif-
ferent combinations of prefT0 and CR range used for the
PYTHIA events. The minimum χ2 occurs for prefT0 = 2.6
GeV/c and CR range = 1.5. However there are few other
combinations of prefT0 and CR range which also give the
χ2/ndf ≤ 1 for the fitting of both bcor and η distributions
and these are listed in Table I. From our study we can
conclude that in order to simultaneously describe both η
distribution and bcor values for charged particles in p+p
collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV, we need 〈NMPI〉 values be-

tween 2.5 to 3.0 and CR range between 0.9 to 2.5. The
parametrization listed as Tune 1 is used for further com-
parison with default parametrization in the rest of the
paper.

TABLE I. The pref
T0 parameter, 〈NMPI〉 and CR range in

PYTHIA that best describes the measured charged particle η

distribution and bcor in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV.

Case pref
T0 (GeV/c) < NMPI > CR range

Default 2.28 3.5 1.8
Tune1 2.6 2.7 1.5
Tune2 2.6 2.7 1.6
Tune3 2.7 2.5 0.9
Tune4 2.5 2.9 2.5

Figure 3 shows comparison of measured η distribu-
tion of charged particles in ALICE with the results from
PYTHIA model calculation p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV

(right panel) and 0.9 TeV (left panel). The default and
tune corresponds to the parameter values of prefT0 and CR
range given in Table I. The PYTHIA tuned shows a bet-
ter agreement with the data.
Figure 4 shows the bcor values as a function of ηgap for

different δη, in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV (left panel)

and 0.9 TeV (right panel) from ALICE and PYTHIA.
Results from the ALICE measurements are compared to
both default and tune case in PYTHIA. The PYTHIA
tuned describes the measurements better compared to
default case. Further, the PYTHIA model parameters
prefT0 and CR range which were tuned by comparing to the
measured charged particle η distribution and bcor mea-
surements in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV are found to

provide a good description of the results in p+p collisions
at

√
s = 0.9 TeV compared to default parametrization.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) 1/χ2 as a function of 〈NMPI〉 and
CR range in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. χ2 values are

estimated by comparing the PYTHIA results with ALICE
measurements of η distribution [40] and bcor [12] for different
ηgap and δη.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The charged particle η distribution
measured in ALICE [40] for p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV

and 0.9 TeV are compared to the PYTHIA model calculations
with default and tuned model parameters.

ALICE has also measured the F-B multiplicity corre-
lations in different azimuthal sectors. These azimuthal
sectors in forward and backward η have δη = 0.2 and
δφ = π/4. There are 5 different combinations of φsep.
More details about the selection of analysis window can
be found in Ref. [12]. Figure 5 shows the ALICE mea-
surements of bcor as a function of ηsep for δη = 0.2 and
3 different φsep in p+p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. Ex-

perimental measurements are compared with the both
PYTHIA default and tuned. PYTHIA tuned compares
better with data than the default case.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Left panel : The ALICE measurements of bcor vs. ηgap for different δη, in p+p collisions at
√
s =

7 TeV [12] compared to both default and tune parametrization in PYTHIA. Errors on the experimental data points are the
quadrature sum of statistical and systematic errors. Lower panel of the plot shows the standard deviation for both the cases.
Right panel: same as left panel but for p+p collisions at

√
s = 0.9 TeV.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The ALICE measurements of bcor vs. ηsep for δη = 0.2 with 3 different φsep, in p+p collisions at
√
s

= 7 TeV [12] compared to different parametrization of model parameters in PYTHIA. Errors on the experimental data points
are the quadrature sum of statistical and systematic errors. Lower panel of the plot shows the standard deviation between the
data and the model for the different tunes.

3. bcor and spherocity

A spherocity dependent study of bcor is performed to
understand the source of multiplicity correlation in p+p
collisions. Spherocity variable is defined [34] as follows

S0 =
π2

4

(

∑

i ~pTi × n̂
∑

i ~pTi

)2

, (5)

where pT is the transverse momentum and n̂ is a unit
vector which minimizes S0. For spherocity dependent
analysis we have chosen those events which have at least

3 charged particles at |η| < 0.8. Spherocity variable al-
low us to distinguish isotropic or spherical events where
MPI is dominant, from the pencil shaped jetty events
which are dominated with dijets. Low value of S0 cor-
responds to the jetty events and high value of S0 corre-
sponds to the spherical events [34]. If S0 = 0, then the
event is completely jetty and if S0 = 1, then the event
is fully isotropic. Left panel of Fig. 6 shows the spheroc-
ity distribution for charged particles in p+p collisions at√
s = 7 TeV from PYTHIA. The calculated bcor for dif-

ferent S0 intervals are shown in the right panel of Fig. 6
as a function of ηgap for δη = 0.2. The value of bcor
(or strength of F-B correlations) is higher for isotropic
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√
s = 7 TeV from PYTHIA model. Right panel
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√
s = 7 TeV from PYTHIA.

events compared to jetty events. As MPI is dominant for
isotropic events, it seems most of the contribution to the
value of bcor can be attributed to MPI. Such a calcula-
tion can be easily performed in experiments and it will
throw light on MPI as a source of F-B correlations.

4. b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor and color reconnection

In this section we have studied the effect of CR on
the F-B correlation of an intensive variable. For inten-
sive variable we have chosen 〈pT〉. We have seen from
the previous CR model studies that the pT spectra get
harder in presence of CR, which causes an enhancement
of 〈pT〉 [24]. This enhancement in the 〈pT〉 for small sys-
tems mainly has been attributed to collective flow-like
due to the presence of CR [24] . Therefore we also ex-

pect effect of CR on F-B 〈pT〉 correlation (b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor ).

Left panel of Fig. 7 shows the event-by-event 〈pT〉 dis-
tribution and the right panel of Fig. 7 shows the event-
by-event multiplicity (Nch) distribution from PYTHIA
for two different cases: CR on and CR off. Interestingly
we find that the CR has opposite effects on 〈pT〉 and Nch.
In presence of CR event-by-event 〈pT〉 distribution gets
wider whereas the event-by-event Nch distribution gets
narrower. This observation indicates that the effect of
CR on b

〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor and bcor will probably also be opposite.

Figure 8 shows b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor as a function of ηgap for

δη = 0.4 in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV from PYTHIA

model study for CR on and CR off. As observed for bcor
versus ηgap, the b

〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor value also decreases with in-

creasing ηgap. However, the presence of CR gives larger

values of b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor (increased F-B correlations) in striking

contrast to the effect of CR on bcor which decreases the
values (reduces F-B correlations). Therefore, simulta-

neous measurement of b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor and bcor in experiments

and comparison with CR model will strengthen the ar-
guments for the possible presence of CR effect between

the interacting strings as implemented in PYTHIA.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presented the multiplicity and 〈pT〉 cor-
relation of the produced charged particles in forward
and backward pseudo-rapidity windows, using PYTHIA
event generator for p+p collisions at

√
s = 0.9 and 7

TeV. ALICE measurements for bcor is compared with
three different CR models as implemented in PYTHIA.
A tuning of model parameters related to 〈NMPI〉 and CR
range in default PYTHIA model is done for the quan-
titative description of the data. Through this exercise
the 〈NMPI〉 and CR range that best describes the LHC
data are estimated We have also performed a spherocity
dependent analysis to separate the contribution to bcor
from the isotropic events and jetty events. We find
that the F-B correlations in the PYTHIA model for
isotropic events are dominantly due to MPI effects. F-B
correlation for 〈pT〉 is also presented and effect of CR
on F-B 〈pT〉 correlation is estimated. Main conclusions
from our study are:

• In PYTHIA model framework, CR mechanism is
needed to describe the ALICE measurements of F-
B correlations. All models of CR as implemented
in PYTHIA over estimates the experimentally mea-
sured bcor values. However, the new CR model
which include colour rules from QCD as an ad-
ditional constraint during the reconnection of the
strings and junction structures [26, 38] qualitatively
describe the data better compared to other meth-
ods of implementation of CR effect in PYTHIA.

• The experimental measured charged particle η dis-
tribution and F-B correlations for p+p collisions at√
s = 7 TeV was used simultaneously to tune and

get the best fit model parameters for the default
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CR model in PYTHIA. A χ2 minimization method
yield the best fit model parameters corresponding
to 〈NMPI〉 values between 2.5 to 3.0 and CR range
between 0.9 to 2.5. These values were also found to
reasonably describe the measurements of dNch/dη
distribution and bcor values for p+p collisions at

√
s

= 0.9 TeV.

• A spherocity based analysis of PYTHIA events

showed that the F-B correlations are dominantly
coming from isotropic events and their source are
MPI effects. It will be interesting to carry out
such measurements in experiments, as it can pro-
vide more inputs to contrain the model parameters.

• One of the most interesting findings is the obser-
vation of CR having opposite effect on b

〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor

compared to bcor in PYTHIA. In presence of CR

effects 〈pT〉 distribution is narrower and b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor

values larger compared to CR off case. This is in
sharp contract to Nch distributions being wider and
bcor values smaller for CR on case relative to CR
off case. We encourage simultaneous experimental

measurements of b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor and bcor, as it will not

only help to constrain model parameters but also
possibly validate the CR mechanism between the
interacting strings as implemented in PYTHIA.

In future, from the model perspective, we would like

to carry out a study of b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor as a function of charged

particle multiplicity, as this variable is robust under mul-
tiplicity and centrality selection. Further, we would like

to study b
〈pT〉〈pT〉
cor for identified particles as it would be in-

teresting in connection to CR effects explaining the flow-
like behaviour seen in high-energy and high multiplicity
p+p collisions.
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